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Introducing the concept of programmability paves the way for designing complex and
intelligent materials, where the materials’ structural information is pre-encoded in the
components that build the system. With highly tunable interactions, DNA-coated particles
are promising building elements to program materials at the colloidal scale, but several
grand challenges have prevented them from assembling into the desired structures and
phases. In recent years, the field has seen significant progress in tackling these challenges,
which has led to the realization of numerous colloidal structures and dynamics previously
inaccessible, including the desirable colloidal diamond structure, that are useful for
photonic and various other applications. We review this exciting progress, focusing in
detail on how DNA-coated colloids can be designed to have a sophisticatedly tailored
surface, shape, patches, as well as controlled kinetics, which are key factors that allow one
to program in principle a limitless number of structures. We also share our view on how the
field may be directed in future.
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INTRODUCTION

DNA exists in almost all living creatures. It carries the genetic information of life through sequences
of nucleotides, which program the diverse and sophisticated structures and functions of
biomolecules. Yet, to materials scientists, who are concerned with how to arrange synthetic
building blocks of various forms (molecules, polymers, and particles) into well-defined, complex
structures, DNA means something more [1–4]. DNA strands with complementary sequences can
form duplexes, a process driven byWatson-Crick base pairing, which is specific, accurate, reversible,
tunable in strength, and most importantly, programmable by the DNA sequences [5, 6]. DNA is thus
an ideal candidate that, once introduced in synthetic materials, can precisely regulate the interactions
between the material’s building components and dictate their structures [7–11]. This philosophy has
been the cornerstone for DNA nanotechnology, which utilizes DNA and its special properties for
advancing materials design and engineering [2, 12–21].

While DNA has been used alone or combined with a number of synthetic materials, its
integration with colloids to promote colloidal assembly has been of great interest for the soft matter
community [4, 22–26]. Colloids are particles made from almost all compositions (metals,
semiconductors, polymers, and oxides), with sizes ranging from several nanometers to several
micrometers. The self-assembly of colloidal particles into superstructures holds much potential in
applications including plasmonic [27], photonics [28], catalysis [11], and sensing [29].
Conventionally, the word “colloids” specifically refers to particles that are micrometers or sub-
micrometers in size, whereas “nanoparticles” are those generally below 100 nm. The size difference
has distinguished colloids with nanoparticles when it comes to the interparticle interactions and its
range. For example, the range of DNA-mediated interaction between particles depends on the
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length of DNA, ranging from several nanometers to a few tens of
nanometers. It is a short-ranged interaction for 1-µm particles
but not so for 10-nm particles. In this context, while DNA was
introduced in the nanoparticle systems as early as 1996 by
tethering oligonucleotide strands on the nanoparticle surface
to cause particle assembly [30, 31], the utilization of DNA on
colloids and for a similar purpose have been much delayed
[32–35].

Ideally, colloids coated with complementary DNA strands
on the surface can assemble when the DNA form bridges.
Although the interaction can be finely tuned by adjusting the
DNA sequence, the self-assembly of spherical colloids (e.g.,
silica or polymer latex) only leads to structures analogous to
those of metals (e.g., the face-centered cubic structure, or FCC)
or ionic solids (e.g., cesium chloride). These structures can
already be produced when capillary forces or Coulombic
forces are utilized [36, 37]. To fully program the assembled
structures to mimic the vast spectrum of atomic and
molecular crystals, additional information is necessary [38].
In 2012, Wang and Pine et al. [39] introduced the concept of
“colloids with valence”, or DNA-coated patchy particles,
which laid down the grounds for realizing diverse colloidal
structures found in atomic and molecular systems. In this
case, colloids with localized surface patches are fabricated, to
which DNA is site-specifically grafted. The anisotropic patch
arrangement together with short-ranged DNA interaction
provide essential information that endows colloids with

directional and specific interactions, akin to the covalent
bonds of atoms and molecules. For example, these particles
have shown to form “colloidal molecules” and “polymers”. In
particular, the particles with four patches in a tetrahedral
geometry are the colloidal analogue of sp3 carbon atoms,
which opened the possibility of making a diamond structure
of colloids and injected enormous excitement into the field.
Compared to the close-packed FCC structure, a diamond
structure is of a four-fold coordination, having a packing
fraction as low as 34%. When colloids several hundred
nanometers in size are arranged this way, the assemblies
possess complete photonic band gaps in the visible
wavelength and are potentially useful for photonic materials
that many have dreamed of [40–43].

However, diamond and other interesting structures do not just
appear when DNA-patchy particles are mixed in a jar and
maintained at a comfortable temperature. It was not until very
recently that He and Pine et al. [44] reported its successful
formation (via the patchy particle approach). To arrive at this
point, the community faced two grand challenges. First, the
DNA-coated colloids had failed to crystallize, meaning that
they generally formed kinetically arrested structures rather
than the equilibrium assemblies [25, 35, 45–50]. Second, the
directing information coded in the particle surface/shape is still
insufficient to program the desired structures. This paper
describes these challenges and reviews the important
progresses in tackling them, which eventually allowed the

FIGURE 1 | (A) Structure of lipid bilayer coated with DNA. (B) Coating SiO2 colloids with the DNA-functionalized lipid bilayer. (C) Colloids with mobile DNA strands.
(D) Illustration of interaction between colloids. The mobile DNA bridges enable particles to roll while bound. (E) Singlet fraction of mobile DNA-coated colloids with
different densities of DNA linker as a function of temperature, showing the broadened association/dissociation transition. Singlet fraction is defined as the fraction of
unbound particles. Bright-field optical micrographs of colloidal assemblies with (F) 1.0-μm colloids, and (G) 2.0-μm colloids. Reproduced from ref. [50] with
permission from the American Chemical Society, copyright 2013.
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engineering of programmable materials by the self-assembly of
DNA-coated colloids. Reviews that discuss other aspects of the
field are available elsewhere [4, 22, 23, 26].

CRYSTALLIZATION OF DNA-COATED
COLLOIDS

Although functionalizing nanoparticles with DNA can program a
wide spectrum of three-dimensional crystal structures [30, 31, 51,
52], assembling micrometer-sized DNA-coated colloids into
equilibrium crystalline phases has been far more challenging.
DNA-colloids normally collide and attach like Velcro, forming
random aggregates that are unable to further anneal towards the
preprogrammed structures, which is known as the “hit and stick”
problem [45–47, 53]. Although the bound particles can
disassemble at an elevated temperature, they have difficulty in
rolling over one another while they are bound, which limits the
relative diffusion and leads to a kinetically trapped amorphous
state. Several factors have been blamed for contributing to the
particles’ inability to diffuse and rearrange, including the narrow
temperature window for annealing and the inhomogeneity of the

DNA coatings, among others [50, 54]. This had remained a
serious issue for more than ten years since DNA was first
introduced to colloids in around 2003 [32–35].

DNA-coated colloids condense at low temperatures by forming
DNA bridges and disperse at above the melting temperature [47].
The transition occurs within a sharp temperature window [55]. The
effective interaction between DNA-coated colloids has been
modeled by several groups [56–60]. Assuming F to be the
interparticle attractive potential, p to be the probability of a
DNA sticky strand forming a bridge, N to be the total number
of DNA strands on a colloid, k to be the Boltzmann constant, r to be
the particle separation distance and T to be the temperature, then
F(r)/kT ≈ − Np can be derived at the melting temperature (i.e., in
the weak binding regime when p<<1) [56, 60]. It should be noted
that p is set to be identical for each of the strands and statistically
independent to any other strand. As the temperature decreases,
DNA hybridization becomes thermodynamically more stable, and
p will increase correspondingly. Due to the fact that N is usually a
very large number (more than several hundreds to thousands), a
small increase in pwill lead to a large decrease in −Np, which causes
a significant change for F. This model conveniently explains why
themelting transition of DNA-coated colloids is much steeper than
the that of single DNA strands in solution. In practice, the
crystallization of DNA-coated colloids occurs at melting point
and requires a careful temperature control.

In addition, the diffusion of bound particles can be limited by
the inhomogeneity of the DNA strands grafted on the colloid
surface. This imperfection may be introduced during the particle
synthesis and DNA grafting. Consequently, it creates unwanted
“patches” on the surface with high/low DNA areal density where
the bound particle prefers to stay/escape. The problem is
aggravated given the fact that the size of the DNA strands is
much smaller than the colloid. The thin DNA coating is more
sensitive to the roughness and inhomogeneity of the particles.

In addressing the mentioned issues, Leunissen and co-workers
[50] hypothesized that the bound particles would diffuse and
anneal if the DNA strands could move freely on the colloid
surface. They introduced a strategy to fabricate colloids with
mobile DNA linkers, whereby DNA strands are inserted into a
lipid bilayer coated over solid colloids through a cholesterol
anchor. The DNA strands are mobile because the hydrophobic
anchors can diffuse within the lipid layer (Figures 1A–C). It was
demonstrated that the mobility of DNA strands enabled particle
diffusion (Figure 1D) and broadened the temperature-induced
colloidal association/dissociation transition to a span of 10°

(Figure 1E). Small two-dimensional superlattices were
observed after annealing, as shown in Figures 1F,G. The
feasibility of this idea was later validated by Frenkel et al. via a
combination of theory and simulation [61]. They also introduced
the concept of valency by using particles with mobile linkers.

Rogers and Manoharan et al. [54] also believed that the sharp
melting transition of DNA-coated colloids was the problem for
obtaining equilibrium crystal phases. They tuned the phase
behavior of particles by introducing extra free DNA strands that
undergo the so-called toehold-mediated strand displacement with
the strands grafted on the colloid surface (Figure 2A). Without the
displacing strands, the free energy change of the DNA hybridization

FIGURE 2 | (A) illustration of toehold-mediated strands’ displacement
between colloids. (B) Confocal fluorescence micrographs of colloidal phases
at various temperatures. (C) The singlet fraction of DNA-coated colloids when
they are mixed with different concentrations of free displacing strands.
(D) Singlet fraction of colloids when two types of displacing strands are
introduced. (E) A phase diagram by varying the temperature and the
displacing strand concentrations. Reproduced from ref. [54] with permission
from the American Association for the Advancement of Science,
copyright 2015.
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depends solely on the temperature. When the displacing strands are
added, the enthalpy and the entropy changes of the displacement
reactions depend on the sequence and the concentration of the
displacing strands, respectively. In other words, the magnitude of
the hybridization between DNA-coated colloids can be
programmed by the displacing strands. If the displacing strands
are chosen to make the enthalpy change of hybridization and
displacement reaction the same, the temperature dependence of
DNA-coated colloids can be eliminated. Thus, the colloidal
crystallization via DNA interactions can be achieved over a
broader range of temperature (Figure 2B). It was shown that
the melting transition of DNA-coated colloids is roughly as wide
as 10°C (Figure 2C). In addition, adding two types of displacing
reactions allows the creation of a reentrant fluid phases
(Figures 2D,E).

Rogers et al. [62–66] further investigated the physical behavior
of the assembly of DNA-coated colloids mediated by free DNA
strands. They argued that encoding information into the sequence
and concentration of the free strands instead of the grafted strands
could overcome the problems conventional colloidal self-assembly
suffers, including uncollaborative mutual interactions and a
limited number of interactions. For example, they found that
the phase behavior of DNA-coated colloids can be altered by
adding free DNA strands for displacement reaction, as mentioned
above [62]. Then, using free DNA strands as the linkers to bridge
grafted DNA on colloids’ surface, they reported a reentrantmelting
transition upon increasing concentration of linker as well as the
possibility to encode multiple interactions spontaneously [63]. In
addition, colloidal crystals are constructed using free linker DNA,

depending on the concentration and the symmetry of the linker. It
was interesting to find that the phase behavior becomes less
dependent on the linker concentration when the asymmetry of
linker grows [64]. Xia and Ni et al. [67] formulated a mean-field
theory to simulate the self-assembly of colloids with mobile DNA
coating and free DNA linkers. They showed that the interaction
between colloids mediated by DNA linker changes
nonmonotonically as the concentration of linker increases, as
the result of the competition between the entropies of various
species in the system.

While the narrow temperature window was a big hurdle to
crystallize DNA-coated colloids, Wang, Weck, and Pine et al. [48]
considered the problems from another perspective: surface
inhomogeneity. One hypothesis was that a high DNA coverage
on colloids is needed, which can alleviate the possibly uneven
DNA distribution and eliminate heterogeneity. Another
hypothesis was that, because the DNA coating is very thin, the
surface of the colloids should be smooth. A rough colloid surface
may cause some DNA to be inaccessible, thus creating areas that
other particles cannot explore during the crystallization. Based on
the two assumptions, the authors developed a strategy to
synthesize azide-functionalized TPM colloids [TPM: 3-
(Trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate], to which DNA strands
can be grafted using the strain-prompted azide-alkyne
cycloaddition reaction (SPAAC) (Figure 3A). The resulting
colloids have a smooth surface, and more importantly, a DNA
coating 5–25 times higher in the areal density than particles made
by previous methods [33, 45]. Due to the high DNA coverage, it
was also possible to shorten the DNA sticky ends to only four

FIGURE 3 | Schematic illustration of DNA-coated colloids and their crystals. (A) DNA is modified onto the colloids’ surface via strain-promoted azide-alkyne
cycloaddition, SPAAC. A 40-60 base long polyT sequence serves as a flexible linker between the particle surface and the sticky ends. (B) The melting transition of DNA-
coated colloids, indicated by the singlet fraction as a function of temperature. Cartoon and confocal fluorescence micrographs of (C) FCC lattice from 1.0-μm colloids
functionalized with self-complementary sticky ends, (D) AB lattice (isostructural to CsCl) from 1.0-μm A and 1.0-μm B, (E) AB2 lattice (isostructural to AlB2) from
1.0-μm A and 0.54-μm B colloids, and (F) AB6 lattice (isostructural to Cs6C60) from 1.5-μm A and 0.54-μm B colloids with hetero-complementary sticky ends. Scale
bars, 5 μm. Reproduced from ref. [48] with permission from the Springer Nature, copyright 2015.
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bases and still keep the melting temperature of particles at a
moderate temperature, between 44–46°C (Figure 3B). It is
generally agreed that high DNA coatings and short sticky ends
can facilitate the kinetics of the system to reach equilibrium [23].
For a given sticky end, a high coating increases the melting
temperature, which increases the dissociation rate of the DNA
bridges and the diffusivity of particles. Rogers et al. believed that
for particles with fewer strands that bind strongly, the lifetime of
the DNA bonds may be large to slow down the rotational
diffusion of the particles [23]. Theoretical works have been
recently developed to rationalize the experiment findings [64,
68, 69]. For example, by using a simulationmethod that tracks the
single binding and unbinding between complementary linkers,
Mognetti et al. proved that particles could move relative to each
other while being cross-linked. Moreover, they clarified that the
dissociation rate of the DNA bridges determines the colloid’s
diffusivity [68].

With the capability to anneal, the crystal structures of DNA-
coated colloids can be further programmed by the particle types
and sizes. For example, FCC crystal lattice was obtained from the
assembly of colloids with a palindromic, self-complementary
DNA sticky end (Figure 3C). Binary AB lattice (isostructural
to CsCl) was obtained from the co-assembly of 1.0-µm A colloids
and 1.0-µm B colloids with hetero-complementary DNA sticky
ends (Figure 3D). AB2 lattice (isostructural to AlB2) was obtained
from 1.0-µm A colloids and 0.54-µm B colloids (Figure 3E). AB6
lattice (isostructural to Cs6C60) was obtained from 1.5-µm A
colloids and 0.54-µm B colloids (Figure 3F). Moreover, the
crystallization process is completed in minutes to hours (not
days), so the real time nucleation, growth, restructuring, and
defect formation of bulk crystals of DNA-coated colloids could be
studied.

The significance of this work is that it unveiled the myth of the
crystallization of DNA-coated colloids and allowed the verification

FIGURE 4 | (A) Illustration of the crystallization of DNA-coated colloids. Cartoon, bright-field and confocal fluorescence micrographs of AB lattice (isostructural to
CsCl) from (B) 1.0-μm PS and 1.0-μm silica colloids and (C) 1.0-μmPMMA and 1.0-μmPS colloids. (D) AB2 lattice (isostructural to AlB2) from 1.0-μm TPM and 500-nm
PMMA colloids. (E) AB6 lattice (isostructural to Cs6C60) from 1.5-μm TPM and 500-nm PMMA colloids. Scale bars in (B–C), 2 μm. Scale bars in (D–E), 3 μm.
Reproduced from ref. [70] with permission from the American Chemical Society, copyright 2015.
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of various related hypotheses. For example, a smooth particle
surface is important; particles with a rough surface were tested
and they failed to crystallize [70]. It was also indicated that a
flexible backbone for the DNA brush on the surface is important,
as it allows the DNA sticky ends more freedom to explore
appropriate conformations to bind [35]. This is in stark
contrast with the crystallization of DNA-coated nanoparticles,
where double-stranded DNA is normally used [7].

Subsequently, the crystallization was extended to other
commonly used particles, including those made from titanium
oxide, silica, polystyrene (PS), and poly (methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) [70]. The synthetic procedures are revisited and
modified to achieve smooth particle surfaces and a dense layer
of DNA coating (Figure 4A). Although the maximum number of
DNA conjugated to different particles may vary, all particles
crystallized. Similarly, FCC lattice, AB lattice, AB2 lattice, and
AB6 lattice can be produced (Figures 4B–E). Instead of using
particles of the same type, particles with different compositions
were mixed to adopt predetermined spatial arrangements. For
example, PS colloids, which have a low index of refraction, are co-
assembled with titania colloids, which have a higher index of
refraction. In other words, one can program crystals from a
mixture of arbitrary colloids.

The demand for high DNA coverage has later stimulated the
development of newmethods for functionalizing DNA on colloids.
For example, Oh et al. [71] reported a swell-deswelling method,
which introduced azide-modified polystyrene-b-polyethylene
oxide (PS-PEO-N3) di-block copolymers onto PS colloids
(Figures 5A,B). The method was inspired by previous works by
Crocker et al. [35, 72] When the PS particles are plasticized with
organic solvents, the PS blocks of the copolymer can insert into the
particles. As the particles de-swelled by solvent evaporation, the

block copolymers are firmly trapped in the particles by anchoring
the PS blocks in the particles’ polymer matrix. A high grafting
density was achieved because they become more concentrated

FIGURE 5 | (A) The preparation of PS-PEO-N3. (B) Illustration of modification of PS-PEO-N3 and DNA on PS colloids. Bright-field and confocal fluorescence
micrographs of (C, D) FCC lattice from PS colloids with self-complementary DNA (E, F)BCC lattice (or AB lattice) from A and B colloids with hetero-complementary DNA.
Scale bars, 5 μm. Reproduced from ref. [71] with permission from the American Chemical Society, copyright 2015.

FIGURE 6 | (A) Scheme of preparing high-density DNA-coated colloids.
(B)The singlet fraction of particle as a function of temperature. (C) Colloidal
crystals of FCC lattice obtained and observed under bright-field microscope.
Reproduced from ref. [73] with permission from the American Chemical
Society, copyright 2020.
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FIGURE 7 | (A) Colloids with three different types of DNA strands, labeled as A, B, and P; free strands for strands displacements are labeled as DA and DB. (B)
Illustration of how colloids undergo several phase transitions when temperature is increased. (C) Bright-field micrographs and the singlet fraction show the phases of
DNA-coated colloids as a function of temperature. (D–F)Cartoon, bright-field and confocal micrographs of crystals obtained. (D) Two types of colloids with size ratio 1:1,
which form two separate FCC crystal at lower temperature and a CsCl crystal at higher temperature. (E) Two types of colloids with the size ratio of 1:0.6 form two
separate FCC crystals at lower temperature and a AlB2 crystal at higher temperature. (F) Three types of colloids with the size ratio of 1:1:0.6 will form a CsCl crystal and
FCC crystal at lower temperature and a AlB2 crystal at higher temperature. Scale bars, 10 μm. Reproduced from ref. [74] with permission from the American Chemical
Society, copyright 2020.

FIGURE 8 | (A) Preparation of DNA patchy colloids. (B–D) Electron and confocal fluorescence micrographs of clusters and patchy colloids. (E–I) “Colloidal
molecules” assembled from patchy colloids. Bright-field and confocal micrographs of colloidal molecules are shown. The fluorescence comes from the dye-labelled
streptavidin linked with DNA, showing that only the patches are modified. Scale bars in (B–D), 500 nm. Scale bars in (E–I), 2 μm. Reproduced from ref. [39] with
permission from the Springer Nature, copyright 2012.
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when the particles shrink during the deswelling. When DNA is
attached to the azide groups at the end of the PEO blocks by
SPAAC reaction, a high DNA areal density, 115,000 strands on a
1.0-μm colloid, is realized (Figure 5B). Using these particles, the
authors obtained various single and binary crystals (Figures
5C–F). The method has also been employed to coat DNA on
PS particles with different surface charges; it works when the PS is
slightly crosslinked (up to 10% crosslinking).

Oh et al. [73] later reported another effective strategy to
incorporate homogeneous and high-density DNA coatings
onto colloids. As shown in Figure 6A, PS colloids with
carboxylate groups are activated with 4-(4,6-Dimethoxy-1,3,5-
triazin-2-yl)-4-methylmorpholinium chloride (DMTMM). Then,
heterobifunctional polyethylene glycol (NH2-PEG-N3) is added
to react with DMTMM-activated colloids through nucleophilic
substitution. The azide terminal group on the PEG can undergo
SPAAC reaction with DBCO-modified DNA strands. The
obtained DNA-coated colloids have DNA coatings up to
1,100,000 DNA strands per 1-µm particle, equivalent with 1
DNA/2.9 nm2, four times higher than the previous record
[35]. Regular colloidal crystallization is constructed from
particles fabricated by this method. The melting profile and
the obtained crystals are shown (Figures 6B,C).

The above reports focused on binary colloidal systems where
only two types of DNA strands are employed. Oh et al. [74]

demonstrated multiple phase transitions and responsive
multistep reorganization of DNA-coated colloids by using
three different DNA strands that vary on the binding strength.
Free DNA strands are added to regulate the binding selectivity
between DNA-coated colloids via toehold-mediated strand
displacement [54]. For convenience, the DNA strands
modified on the colloid surface are noted as A, B, and P
(Palindrome, self-complementary), while the free DNA strands
with complementary sequence to A and B strands are noted as DA

and DB respectively (Figure 7A). As shown in Figures 7B,C, the
binding strength of each duplex are designed as follows: A-B >
A-DA, B-DB > P-P. At 35°C, P-P, A-DA, B-DB duplexes coexist,
leading to amorphous aggregation. Increasing the temperature to
between 36 and 44°C, the P-P duplex will break, while the A-DA

and B-DB duplexes remained intact; dispersed singlet colloids
were observed. As the temperature was increased to a range of 45
and 63°C, the A-DA and B-DB duplexes will break, leaving the A
strands hybridizing with B strands on the colloids; aggregation
will again form. When the temperature was raised up to 65°C, the
aggregation melts again as the A-B duplexes destabilize.
Crystallization was observed at around 36 and 45°C. It is
demonstrated that the colloidal superlattice can be
programmed by both the size ratio of colloids and the
temperature. For example, when the size ratio is 1:1, the FCC
lattice will be favored at low temperature, while the CsCl lattice is

FIGURE 9 | (A–E) Schematic procedure of making tetrahedra colloids via sedimentation and forming DNA bridges. (F) Directional bonding of icosahedral colloids
with other colloids. (G) SEM images of decorated icosahedral colloids. (H) Colored SEM images of decorated icosahedral colloids. (I) Confocal images of a decorated
icosahedral colloid (left) and two icosahedral colloids interacting with each other (right). Scale bars in (G–I), 1 µm. Scale bar in (F), 500 nm. Reproduced from ref. [79] with
permission from the American Chemical Society, copyright 2015.
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formed at high temperature (Figure 7D). Changing the size ratio
to 1:0.6, the lattice at the high temperature changed from CsCl to
AlB2 (Figure 7E). When the third particle is introduced and their
size ratio is set to be 1:1:0.6, the CsCl lattice and FCC lattice co-
exist at low temperature and convert to AlB2 lattice at a high
temperature (Figure 7F).

INTRODUCING ANISOTROPIC
INFORMATION TO DNA-COATED
COLLOIDS
In parallel to the deepened understanding of DNA-mediated
colloidal interactions, the past decade has witnessed an explosion
in the type of colloids that can be synthesized, featuring
anisotropic particles with non-spherical shapes [75] (e.g.,
cubes, rods, and triangular prisms), surface patches [76], or a
combination of both [52, 77]. Compared to the simple
microspheres, these new particles possess extra information to
guide the packing and assembly of particles, allowing access to
structures with reduced symmetries and directionality. While
DNA-coated spheres have already allowed access to numerous
crystals, the integration of anisotropic particles with DNA can

ultimately program a much wider spectrum of structures,
including those found in atomic and molecular crystals. In
this section, we focus on how the anisotropic information is
introduced and how they play a vital role in diversifying the
assembled structures.

As mentioned, Wang, Weck, and Pine et al. [39] introduced
the DNA patchy colloids into the field, which are particles with
localized surface regions that are functionalized with DNA. The
patchy particles are synthesized by a cluster-encapsulation
method, in which small clusters consisting of several
microspheres in symmetric configurations are encapsulated
(Figures 8A,B). The encapsulation condition is controlled so
that the vertices of the clusters are left out; they bear a different
type of chemical group—in this case amidine—from the
encapsulating materials and serve as the chemical patches. The
DNA with sticky ends is site-specifically coated on the patches via
a biotin-streptavidin-biotin linkage, where biotin molecules are
conjugated to the amidine patch in advance (Figures 8A,C,D).
The patches, with controlled numbers, adopted highly symmetric
positions around the particles, such as linear, triangular, or
tetrahedral, imitating the hybridized atomic orbitals, such as
sp, sp2, or sp3 (Figure 8D). They have the ability to form
colloidal bonds with directionality (according to the patch

FIGURE 10 | (A) The schematic procedure of producing faceted DNA patchy colloids. (B) Photo-polymerization of crystalline emulsion under UV lights (left). Bright-
field micrograph of CsCl lattice of colloidal crystal after photo-polymerization (middle, scale bars, 10 μm). Confocal fluorescence micrograph of colloidal crystal shows
that DNA fluorescence is preserved (right, scale bars, 5 μm). (C) Patches on colloids. SEM images of patchy colloids after photo-polymerization (right, scale bars, 2 μm).
(D, E) Colloidal assemblies of patchy colloids with PS colloids via DNA interactions. Scale bars in (D), 2 μm. Scale bars in (E), 1 μm. Reproduced from ref. [80] with
permission from the National Academy of Sciences, copyright 2020.
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position) and specificity (due to the properties of DNA). A
number of colloidal structures, such as colloidal molecules and
polymers, are observed whenDNA patchy particles are assembled
(Figures 8E–I).

The milestone work has stimulated much effort in developing
various anisotropic particles coated with DNA. For example,
Feng and Chaikin et al. [78] reported the fabrication of DNA
Janus colloid—essentially one-patch particles. DNA-coated
microspheres were allowed to bind to a DNA-functionalized
substrate. The binding is achieved via free DNA strands in the
solution which simultaneously hybridize to the strands on the
particles and the substrate. A patch was created where the sphere
touches the substrate and when the free DNA strands are
permanently crosslinked to the DNA on the particles.

Crocker and co-workers [79] used colloidal crystals as the
template to make DNA-functionalized clusters. A mixture of
particles with two different sizes and complementary DNA
strands were subject to sedimentation, which induced the
formation of colloidal crystals (FCC) (Figure 9A). The small
particles occupy the interstitial sites of the big particles, while they
also bind to the big particles by DNA hybridization (Figures
9B,C). At this stage, T4 DNA ligase is employed to form covalent
phosphodiester bonds to crosslink the hybridized DNA strands
(Figure 9D). Further purification steps can break the
sedimentation and clusters can be recovered (Figure 9E). The
clusters obtained have DNA functionalized on the surface capable
of directional bonding (Figure 9F), from which an icosahedral

cluster (Figures 9G–I) can be fabricated by mixing the clusters
with spherical particles bearing complementary DNA. The
symmetries of such ordered clusters can be altered by
adjusting the size ratio of spherical colloids. For example,
tetrahedral and octahedral clusters were obtained when the
size ratio is approximately 4:1 and 2:1, respectively.

Also by using colloidal crystals as a template, Pine et al.
reported the synthesis of faceted DNA patchy particles
(Figure 10A) [80]. Deformable emulsion droplets were coated
with DNA strands and formed binary crystals. The DNA strands
are mobile on the droplet surface and were recruited to the
adhesion zones where the droplets touch and flatten, as shown in
Figure 10B. DNA-patches are formed after solidification of
droplets by rapid photo-polymerization under UV light
(Figure 10C). The obtained faceted DNA-patchy colloids
show directional bonding with other DNA-coated spheres with
complementary DNA strands (Figures 10D,E).

To build complex structures, a prerequisite is to introduce
multiple interactions, which calls for orthogonal
functionalization of patchy particles. Zheng et al. [81] designed
bifunctional patchy particles with two different DNAs, one
modified on the patches and the other on the matrix. To
achieve this, chlorine-modified microspheres and clusters were
first fabricated, which was partially encapsulated with the TPM oil.
Methacrylate acid was introduced to the TPM oil before it

FIGURE 11 | (A) Scheme for the preparation of the bifunctional colloids.
(B) Scheme of modification of two different DNA onto the patch and shell of
the bifunctional colloids. (C)Melting curve of bifunctional colloids, represented
with two types of TPM and their singlet fraction. Reproduced from ref.
[81] with permission from the American Chemical Society, copyright 2016.

FIGURE 12 | (A) The preparation of DNA-coated Janus colloids. (B–H)
The patchy particles assemble to form various colloidal superstructures
(chains and layers) depending on the size ratios between the patch and the
matrix. Cartoons, bright-field and confocal fluorescence micrographs
show these structures. The grey-scale pictures are obtained from bright-field
microscopy and the colored pictures are from confocal fluorescent
microscopy. Scale bars: 5 µm. Reproduced from ref. [82] with permission
from the Springer Nature, copyright 2019.
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solidified, resulting in bifunctional colloids with chloride on the
patches and carboxylic acid on the matrix (Figure 11A). Then, two
different DNA strands were conjugated separately on bifunctional
colloids via orthogonal coupling reactions, SPAAC for the patches
and carbodiimide-mediated reaction for the matrix (Figure 11B).
Microspheres coated with complementary DNAwere then allowed
to co-assemble with the bi-functional patchy particles. By tuning
the DNA sequences and the temperature, the patchy particles
assemble with one or two types of spheres (Figure 11C).

As the challenges for crystallization of DNA-coated spheres
are tackled, Pine and coworkers aimed to explore equilibrium
assemblies using DNA patchy particles. As smooth surfaces and
high DNA areal density are needed, new methods for making
patchy particles are developed. The crystallization of DNA Janus
particles was first studied. A new scheme was designed so the
Janus particles obtained had smooth surfaces and high DNA
coverage, needed for crystallization [82]. As Figure 12A shows,
the synthesis begins with the partial encapsulation of PS
microspheres with TPM oil droplet. Toluene is then added to
plasticize the PS particle, which becomes a liquid and phase
separates with the TPM oil phase. Removing the toluene followed
by solidification of the TPM oil creates patchy particles. The patch

size can be finely controlled by adjusting the ratio of TPM to PS.
To functionalize DNA on the PS patches, the swelling-deswelling
method previously mentioned was used. TPM is highly
crosslinked and thus not functionalized. The Janus particles
show cooperative assembly resulting in dimer chains, trimer
chains, and bilayers depending on the Janus balance (patch/
matrix ratio) as shown in Figures 12B–H. For example, when
the ratio was in the range between 0.3 and 0.41, dimer chains were
favored, when the ratio is between 0.41 and 0.48, trimer chains
were formed, and when the ratio is between 0.6 and 0.68, bilayers
were observed. Here, the patchiness contains important
information that programs the self-assembly behavior; the
DNA serves as a glue that allows the formation of equilibrium
structures.

Later, the above system has been modified to host two types of
DNA [83]. A 60-bases DNA (PH) is introduced onto the TPM
matrix, and a 20-bases DNA (PL) is coated on the PS patch
(Figures 13A–C). Free DNA strands (D) are also introduced,
which can undergo strand displacement with the PH strands to
alter the binding behavior of the particles. Specifically, the PH-PH
duplexes are stronger than the PH-D duplexes, which are
stronger than PL-PL duplexes. This means that the self-

FIGURE 13 | (A) Preparation of Janus colloids composed of TPM and PS. (B) Illustration of modification of two different types of DNA on Janus colloids. (C) SEM
and confocal images of DNA-grafted patchy colloids. Different DNAs are labeled with different colors. Scale bars, 1 μm. (D) Assembly of DNA-coated patchy colloids
show different structures (aggregates, bilayers, chains and clusters) at different temperatures. Scale bars, 10 μm. Reproduced from ref. [83] with permission from the
American Chemical Society, copyright 2020.
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assembly behavior of the patchy particles can be controlled by
temperature, which determines the preferred DNA duplexes that
form, as well as by the anisotropic distribution of the DNA on the
particle surface (Figure 13D). For example, at a low temperature
(below 44°C), patchy colloids form amorphous aggregates via PL-
PL hybridization; the PH is blocked by the D strands. Bilayer
structures are formed when the temperature is kept between 44.0
and 46.0°C. As temperature is increased, between 46.5 and 57.5°C,
where PL-PL hybridization is broken while the PH-D
hybridization remains intact, the patchy colloids disperse.
Further temperature increases could free PH strands from the
PH-D duplexes, and the PH-PH duplexes form to make patchy
colloids aggregate again. Small clusters are observed between 57.5
and 58.5°C, while chain-like structures with or without branches
have formed between 58.5 and 70°C. Small clusters form again
between 70 and 71.5°C, and everything finally disperses when the
temperature is above 71.5°C. In this work, the information
derived from the DNA sequences (both specificity and
dynamic) and from the particle anisotropy is simultaneously
coded into the particle system, programming the temperature
dependent, reconfigurable self-assembly.

Next, two-dimensional (2D) superlattices can be programmed
by using patchy particles with two patches. Liu andWeck et al. [84]
demonstrated that quasi-2D colloidal superlattices were
constructed by ellipsoidal di-patch colloids via both depletion
and DNA-mediated interactions. The di-patch colloids were
fabricated from PS-N3 dimer clusters via partial encapsulation
with TPM, followed by DNA modification via SPAAC. The
assembled structures were determined by several factors,
including the patch size, the annealing temperature, and the
strength of the depletion interaction. For di-patch colloids with
θ � 86° (θ is defined as the half of the opening angle and

characterized for patch size), flower-like Kagome structures
were formed when the annealing temperature was at 41–46°C
and brick-wall like structures were formed when they were
annealed at 57–62°C; the two structures co-existed at 47–53°C.
When the patch size θ was changed to 70° and with depletion
interaction, the quasi-2D superlattices were different. Orthogonal
packed single or double-layer structures were mainly observed at
42–46°C with 1.0 wt% of Pluronic F127, whereas wrinkled
monolayer structures were the case at 46–50°C with 3.0 wt% of
Synperonic F108; the co-existence of both structures was found at
44–48°C with 1.8 wt% Pluronic F127. An empirical phase diagram
of the self-assembly of di-patch colloids was constructed to show
how superlattices were influenced by various conditions.

As demonstrated, DNA patchy particles show unique,
directional self-assembly behavior enabling complex
structures programmed by the patch number, size, and
arrangement. Using particles with four patches in a
tetrahedral geometry, it is possible to achieve the colloidal
diamond, one of the most desirable colloidal structures to
build photonic crystals with an optical band gap [40, 43].
Although the directional interaction is available, it is still
difficult to build colloidal diamonds from DNA patchy
particles for two reasons. First, the formation of the diamond
structure is entropically unfavored. The packing fraction of
cubic diamond is 34% [85], much lower than close packing
of spheres, which is 74% [86]. Second, amorphous liquid or gel
with tetrahedral topology is more likely to occur during the
assembly of tetrahedrally patched colloids.

To overcome the mentioned difficulties, there have been two
proposals. One is to incorporate the lattice of diamond crystals
into a denser or more coordinated structure to avoid the
problem of low filling fraction. Crocker et al. [87] explored

FIGURE 14 | (A) Illustration of DNA-coated colloids. (B) The DNA interactions between colloids. (C) The bridge formed between colloids. (D) The double diamond
structure after self-assembly. (E-H) The confocal section of double diamond in different views. Scale bars, 2 μm. Reproduced from ref. [87] with permission from the
Springer Nature, copyright 2017.
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this route by using DNA-coated microspheres, which forms a
“double diamond” structure. Two slightly differently sized
PS colloids (named “A” and “B”) are modified with two
different DNA strands that can both hybridize to a linker
strand (Figures 14A–C). Both “A” and “B” can assemble into
diamond crystals that interpenetrate each other, isomorphic to
the NaTl Zintl phase in atomic crystals (Figures 14D–H).
There are several empirical requirements for the formation of
the “double diamond” superlattice. For example, the size ratio
of the “A” and “B” particles can be 0.96, 0.88, or 0.85 but cannot
be 1. Also, strong unlike interactions, UAB >> UBB, and weak
interactions between the larger spheres, UBB > 0, should both
exist in the system. It is important to note that the attempt to
simulate colloidal “double diamond” from a fluid phase
has failed, indicating that the nucleate mechanism behind is
unclear.

Alternatively, Ducrot and Pine et al. [88] coupled two low-
coordinated architectures, the diamond and pyrochlore, into an
MgCu2 superlattice by co-assembling spherical colloids and
tetrahedral clusters with complementary DNA (Figures
15A–C). The morphology of tetrahedral cluster is
characterized by the compression ratio rcc/2a, which indicates
the degree of overlap between constituent spheres, as illustrated in
Figure 15C. It was hypothesized that the co-nucleation of the two
colloidal species with an attracting potential would lead to the
formation of a MgCu2 structure. This idea is verified by Brownian
dynamic simulation. Crystallites can be observed from

experiments when annealing the system (Figures 15D,E). The
compression ratio has a great impact on the colloidal MgCu2
superlattice. For example, when the compression ratio is lower
than one, MgCu2 structure was observed after slowly annealing.
However, no MgCu2 structure was observed when the
compression ratio was close to one. This phenomenon can be
explained by a geometric reason that a singlet sphere can form no
more than six bonds with surrounding tetrahedral clusters that
are uncompressed (compressed ratio equals one), while it can
form up to twelve bonds with surrounding tetrahedral clusters
that are compressed, providing more binding energy to stabilize
the MgCu2 superlattice.

The idea of using tetrahedral patchy particles to build the
diamond structure was recently realized by the He and Pine et al
[44]. In the atomic diamond, the adjacent sp3 carbons adopt a
staggered conformation due to steric effect. While in the previous
design of patchy particles, no mechanism is available to control
the colloidal conformation, although they are four-fold
coordinated. To address this problem, He, Sacanna, and Pine
designed patchy particles with retracted patches and a tetrahedral
shape. In brief, a tetrahedral cluster is designed where one single
spherical colloid partially overlapped with four tetrahedrally
coordinated spherical lobes. The center of each tetrahedral
cluster is modified with DNA, serving as retracted patches
(Figure 16A). Such a design ensures that, when the DNA-
modified patches reach each other and bind, the tetrahedral
lobes are oriented to the staggered conformation (Figure 16B).

FIGURE 15 | (A, B) Illustration of colloidal MgCu2 superlattice via DNA interactions. (C) Illustration of compression ratio rcc/2a (which indicates the degree of overlap
between constituent spheres). (D, E) Confocal images of colloidal MgCu2 superlattice. The inset image in (D) is obtained from SEM. Scale bar, 1 μm. Reproduced from
ref. [88] with permission from the Springer Nature, copyright 2017.
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In other words, the particle lobes function to alter the orientation
during colloidal nucleation while the center part is the DNA-
coated patch to stabilize the overall colloidal structure.

The patchy particles were fabricated using a strategy called
colloidal fusion, developed earlier by Gong and Sacanna et al
[89] (Figure 16C). First, solid non-crosslinked PS particles are
mixed with smaller TPM oil droplets. The stoichiometric
aggregation of PS particles around the TPM oil leads to the
tetrahedral cluster. THF is added to change the compression
ratio by deforming PS lobes. After evaporation of THF and
solidification of the TPM oil, patchy particles are obtained
(Figure 16D). Azide groups are modified on the TPM’s
surface, followed by the introduction of DBCO-functionalized
DNA (Figure 16C). After carefully controlled crystallization
upon annealing, the colloidal diamond is obtained, as shown
from the SEM and fluorescent images in Figures 16E–G.

The photonic bandgap of the obtained diamond structure was
calculated using MIT Photonic Bands software [90]. By changing
the compression ratio from 0.1 to 0.8, the colloidal cubic diamond
shows bandgap for the inverse lattice, i.e., structure defined by the
void space of the colloidal diamond structure. The widest
bandgap is achieved around a compression ratio of 0.6.
Therefore, the colloidal cubic diamond has promising optical
properties and a highly constrained and mechanically stable
structure, suitable as a template for making high-dielectric-
contrast photonic crystal with cubic diamond symmetry.

The next steps for fabricating photonic materials based on
the method described are as follows. First, template the inverse
diamond structure with high refractive index materials. PS and

TPM have relatively lower refractive indices, of 1.6 and 1.4,
respectively, which is not enough to open up a photonic
bandgap. Therefore, using the colloidal systems described as
a template to make an inverse diamond structure by backfilling
the template with a high-refractive-index material such as TiO2

will be promising in making future optic devices. Second,
produce the colloidal diamond in a large scale. The already-
obtained colloidal diamond is of 80 µm in lateral dimension and
40 µm in thickness. Strategies leading to large crystals should be
applied for making optical waveguides, lasers, and other optical
applications.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

In summary, the structures of self-assembled materials by DNA-
coated colloids can be programmed according to the information
encoded in the sequences of various DNA strands and the
morphology of the colloids. They are potentially useful for
further applications, for example, the next generation of
optical devices. Despite the great achievements, there are still
many challenges. First, the role of DNA in colloidal self-assembly
is not fully explored yet as it functions more like a “glue” to
maintain the overall self-assembly structure. There is still space
for the enhancement of DNA programmability in colloidal self-
assembly. For example, most systems only exploit two or three
types of DNA strands, while multiple types of DNA strands are
engaged in the nanoparticle system to build intricate structures
[8]. It will be promising to see more complex self-assembled

FIGURE 16 | (A) Illustration of colloidal cubic diamond via DNA-mediated assembly, where DNA is modified on the surface of the center part (blue) of each patchy
particle. The tetrahedrally coordinated spherical lobes (purple and white) serve to control the orientation of particle to adopt a staggered conformation. (B) Unit cell of a
colloidal cubic diamond. Preparation (C) and SEM images (D) of patchy colloids. (F) Confocal microscope image of colloidal cubic diamond (E–G) SEM images of
colloidal cubic diamond. Scale bar of (D), 1 µm. Scale bars of (E–G), 5 m. Reproduced from ref. [44] with permission from the Springer Nature, copyright 2020.
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structures by grafting multiple types of DNA strands onto the
colloids and/or introducing free strands in the solution. Besides,
the DNA strands of the current studies are one dimensional,
while investigations of more complex DNA structures such as
DNA tiles and DNA origami are rare. DNA origami, for example,
carry more information by having prescribed shape and binding
sites and thus have greater programmability in creating 3D
structures. The Gang group [91, 92], Shih group [93], and
Seeman group [94]had already reported interesting results in
this direction, though mostly focusing on nanoparticles. A
notable example is the use of tetrahedral origami cages to
direct spherical gold nanoparticles to form a diamond lattice
[95]. For colloids, the Chaikin and Seeman group have designed a
cross-shaped DNA origami to facilitate the formation of chiral
colloidal clusters with precision [9]. It can be expected that the
combination of spherical or patchy colloids with DNA tiles or
origamis will be a new interesting way to construct ordered
assemblies with higher complexity. Second, whether the use of
DNA can shed light on the use of other biomolecules or
biomolecular analogues, such as peptide, deserves further
attention. Only in saline buffer will the DNA-coated colloids
self-assemble, which greatly limits its applications in other fields,
such as low-salt solution environments. DNA alternatives, such
as peptide nucleic acids (PNA) and nanocomposite tectons

(NCTs), have been recently developed to overcome the
weakness [96, 97]. Third, the self-assemblies obtained from
DNA-coated colloids fall in the periodic crystal lattice, while
other structures [98–100], such as quasicrystals, have not been
reported yet. Previous research has demonstrated the possibility
to produce 2D quasicrystal from nanoparticles [101]. It will be
possible to build colloidal quasicrystal with DNA-coated colloids.
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